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My mother

85 years old
Previous profession: Secretary
1 daughter / 1 son
Beginning of dementia approx. 2015
Official diagnosis Spring 2021
Type of dementia: Mixed (Alzheimer/Vascular dementia) 
Lives on her own in a detached house



That's how it started

A good friend sent an article to me in June 
2021 from the magazine “alverde”

and she asked me whether this might be 
interesting for us…

We started in September 2021.

W have hit the jackpot and were randomised 
to the reading intervention!

The online-training with our interventionist was
very enriching and, in times of Covid-19, 
definitely free of viruses.



What did we do during our daily 

exercise?



Our experiences

Our experiences are only positive. There wasn't a single training session that felt negative. 

• Sad mood often changed to a more positive mood.

• Unfounded fears and restlessness were pushed aside.

• My mother was happy and proud that she has achieved something.

• The short stories that I chose often touched her and brought back memories.
Because of that, I have learned a lot about my mum and her family. A win-win-situation!

• Audio books, such as „Walk in the forest“ or „Travelling to the sea“, were listened to intensively by my mother. 
This was also for me a welcome time to relax.

• Because I'm working, all the reading activities were done in the evenings. In hindsight, this was very good: My 
mother almost always went to bed with a good feeling.

• Only challenge: You need to take as much time as possible to do the activities together.



Conclusion

I'm absolutely convinced that the exercises help us - both the person with 
dementia and the family caregiver benefit!

So much is still possible! it just needs to be teased out…

We will continue!!!



Vielen Dank für’s Zuhören!




